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Tilgin launches the HG2380, a true high-end Home 
Gateway   

Stockholm, Sweden, October 21, 2014: Tilgin, a leading provider of solutions for multi-
play and next-generation broadband access, launches a new high end Home Gateway at 
the Broadband World Forum, 21 – 23 October 2014, at Rai- conference center, 
Amsterdam.  

 
Tilgin’s new HG2380 push the definition of high-end Home Gateways by radically increasing Wi-
Fi performance. The HG2380 is equipped with a 802.11ac compliant triple-stream Wi-Fi radio 
giving performance beyond 600 Mbps. Together with the any-client beamforming technology, the 
HG2380 will give increased quality of experience with both better coverage and superior 
performance. Beamforming on both 2.4 and 5GHz, greatly benefits devices using only one 
antenna, such as smart phones and tablets. The Wi-Fi characteristics of the HG2380 also makes 
it a perfect solution for Wi-Fi hotspots.  
 
“We answer both the Wi-Fi coverage as well as the throughput needs. We are certain to give all 
end-users the best quality of experience, for any device used today. With the HG2380 we offer 
Operators the best Wi-Fi solutions available today.” says Eric Hjelmestam, VP Solution 
Management & Marketing at Tilgin.  
 
The HG2380 also has an option for built in DECT/ CAT-iq, with richer voice services. A ULE 
interface opens up the path for smart home services. Operators establish a smart home service 
hub simply by installing the HG2380 and can launch new services by just upgrading the software.  
 
Mr Hjelmestam continues “The HG2380 with DECT/ CAT-iq and the ULE option, provides a 
business rational way to future smart home services for Operators.”  
 
Alongside the HG2380 there will also be a multi access version with VDSL2; the HG2280. All 
models carry the new design made to fit in today’s modern homes.  
 

The HG2380 will be unveiled at Tilgin´s stand, G20, during the Broadband World Forum taking 
place at RAI, Amsterdam 21 – 23 October 2014. 

 

― End ― 
 
For further information, please contact:  
Eric Hjelmestam, VP Solution Management & Marketing, Phone: +46 8 5723 8733, E-mail: 
eric.hjelmestam@tilgin.com 
 
About Tilgin  
Tilgin's high-performance, software-controlled home gateways and remote management solutions turn online homes into 
a profitable business for operators and a personalized experience of quality and simplicity for their customers. Our 
telecom-grade solutions allow for managed services – for triple play and beyond – to be introduced instantly and 
individually. With easy integration in operational and business support systems, they substantially reduce operator’s 
costs while creating loyal and satisfied customers and a strong brand. Tilgin systems and solutions are used by more 
than 100 operators in more than 30 countries giving Tilgin a strong client base with a broad international reach. Tilgin 
was founded in 1997. Tilgin is headquartered in Kista, Sweden, and has a network of international sales partners. For 
more information, please visit: www.tilgin.com 
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